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*Clowns spent all weekend coming up with various lets continue the old failed program 

schemes, by Monday they all crashed and burned - oops 

 

*On Monday the Federal Reserve rocked up to The Treasury along with people from The 

White House, Pentagon, agencies and the Appropriations Committee which is essential 

Congress operated, The Federal Reserve then proceeded to produce before all of the 

peoples, every bank financial statement, every government department financial status, 

every agency, pentagon and military financial status of all of them having zero liquidity 

and all of them operating in negative funds, essentially all of them are broke and The 

Federal Reserve admitted they were broke also. Their solution was we have no options 

left now as we are all broke and we have to issue TRn's or USN's or we are all doomed, 

according to them there is no other options now, the whole country will collapse unless 

we issue TRN's or USN's. The Treasury and White house people disagreed and the 

Congress operated (which is important) the Appropriations Committee stepped in and 

said, I'm sorry but we do have other options and that is the Manna World Holding Trust, 

and they have been paying us all and keeping us in jobs and wages since March. Oh boy 

we now have support of many inside the Congress now as well. A case was made to them 

of get aboard the Trump and Trust train or you all sink your own boats. 

 

*Feds still pushing TRN debt notes because they dont have the asset to support a real 

currency, does that in and of itself not state they can't do an RV? there I go again talking 

common sense oh well, notes like bonds are IOU's, we have the assets to create not IOU's 

but asset back currency that's not fiat based either. 

 

*So because the Fed failed in their crash the American economy mainly due to The Trust, 

crashing the markets also, their plan was to crash everything, leave all banks, govt, 

agency and military depts crashed and burned, so The Treasury and The White House 

had no option but to accept TRN's or USN's as the new currency, it was rejected and so 

they raised interest rates yesterday, when they have no authority to do so, they are a 

bankrupt and defunct organization and it is time that official action and actions are taken 

to get them off our soil, once and for all. For those who ask how they can implement it 

outside of Govt, for one the Govt controls nothing and I mean nothing, as it stands and 2. 

Fed controls all banks and they implement interest rates and Fed policy. This is what this 

show and Kim has been telling all the top brass here for last 2 years they are financially 

assassinating this country on behalf of the Rothschilds and lets transfer all the wealth 

over to the East. To use a popular Kim term I promise you, that's not happening, it hasn't 

and it won't. 
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*All investigating committees are now focus on looking into The Federal Reserve and all 

their banks for facilitating and using supernotes as a major fraud and corruption event. 

Over $100B of was circulated and they all knew what they were doing and taking part in, 

floating liquidity whilst they worked out their TRN or USN bs'ery, for people who doubt 

they have nothing left of what is called the real currency, there is your hint. 

 

*Message to Trump and team, you have been given the tools and platform to correct all 

this nonsense, time to deliver on it. 

 

* Supporters of US President Donald Trump have turned on him after he was yet again 

denied funding for a border wall. Late on Wednesday, the US Congress approved a 

spending bill to keep federal agencies open until February. The Republican president was 

foiled in the Senate by his own party, which refused to grant him any of the $5bn (£4bn) 

he wants for a US-Mexico wall. Two years on, Mr Trump has been unable to deliver on 

the central campaign pledge that electrified his rallies. Trump himself lashed out at 

Republican leaders on Twitter after speaking by telephone with GOP House Speaker Paul 

Ryan. Then Trump's press secretary issued a statement saying the president "does not 

want to go further without border security," including money for the wall. All wall 

rhetoric in the media is bs'ery and best ignored, this show will give you the real updates 

when available and safe to do so.  

 

*For those of you not on FB or Mewe and this news article in Liberia this week, may put 

to rest those who have doubts over validity, having assets or just another OPPT style bs, 

listen to this. James Larmin Korboi, a Sierra Leonean national who was said to have held 

a series of confidential discussions with authorities of both the ministries of Finance and 

Development Planning (MFDP) and State for Presidential Affairs (MSFA) that led to his 

alleged attempt to withdraw US$32,835,654.14 from the account of the Manna World 

Holding Trust Funds to Liberia was remanded in custody at the Monrovia Central Prison 

on Monday, December 17, 2018. The Manna World Holding Trust to Liberia is a 

company that holds Liberia’s development and road construction fund. A document 

obtained from the Monrovia City Court about the Trust Fund claimed that it had in its 

possession over US$5,914 billion for road construction and development initiatives in the 

country. It was out of that money that Korboi allegedly conspired with several other 

defendants to dupe the government of US$32,835,654.14. The document failed to give 

further details and ownership of Manna World Holding Trust. Instead, it alleged that 

Korboi, shortly after he failed to convince the ministries to withdraw US$32, 835,654.14, 

with wicked and criminal intent organized several discussions, this time with the Ministry 

of Finance and Development Planning, to withdraw US$5,914 billion from Manna World 

Holding Trust, following which police arrested him. Court records claimed that the 

Liberia National Police arrested Korboi on December 5, 2018, at the offices of Minister 

Samuel Tweah where he had gone to hold a meeting with the minister. 
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*We spoke to GCHQ who are blue dragon along with Ann, they were complaining they 

had not been paid the $300M Ann promised them to bomb Syria, and plant fake 

chemicals which they did, one day later Trump withdraws troops from Syria, co-

incidence? we know not 

 

*As we are being bombarded with 2014 stuff again and collateral accounts, gold vaults, 

this trust and that trust, names like marcos, soewarno, soekarno, sino etc along with 

Phillipines, Indonesia, Singapore, China, Japan having treasures, trusts and vaults. Mr. 

Marcos who was a Trustee for the Trust under the previous regime, was also the Pindar 

for many years, essentially the head of all the dragon groups, and the names below him of 

Soewarno, Soekarno were offshoots or foot soldiers under his command, others operating 

below them where the Li family of Singapore, Chang family which again were all under 

the umbrella of Mr. Marcos, and they all handed over assets which went to Mr. Marcos 

who then passed them on higher up the chain of command. For the record Marcos had 3 

layers of command above him. All those who handed over assets received renumeration 

for their assets, whether knowingly or not, and the guy at the top Marduk just harvested 

all the assets up, and gave them bits of paper with numbers on, that have no intrinsic 

value, as none of them are essentially asset based. So, essentially Mr. Marcos supported 

by Soewarno/Soekarno/Li family et al all partook in the harvesting program for and on 

behalf of the former Trust Holder Marduk, and this is how those assets all became a part 

of and in full ownership of, by what is known today as The Manna World Holding Trust. 

Kim's predecessor harvested everything and gave titles and bits of fiat paper in return, 

they including the Pindar, all Dragon groups, Factions, Illuminati, Covens and Parents 

knew nothing of this plan and many still don't know to this day, we have been teaching 

via this show and moreso via Kim, that they are all following a dead and failed program, 

a harvesting program which involved us all, no matter what title or important position 

you were fobbed off with. Greed and ego are a major problem on this planet and has cost 

us dearly, very few realize how close we all came to the ultimate cost of not only losing 

all our assets, but our lives and also the planet, until a small handful of people stepped in 

and stopped it. 

 

*For the record, all those vaults in Asia that carried lots more than just gold, where all 

emptied to a safe non recoverable place 4-5 years ago and is housed inside The Trust, to 

which it all belonged to, courtesy of Marcos, Soekarno et al. 

 

*For the record all people not of the right frequency attempting to enter or go near vaults, 

will end in their death, as some in Indonesia and The Phillipines found out recently and 

this week. Final warning, we have warned you all, but you didn't listen, but if you wish to 

kill yourself, then we won't stop you from your own stupidity.  
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*Maybe we will have another high profile fun-eral in the near future once the movie 

ends. 

 

*Another 2012-14 program popped up again this week, Leo Wanta, Wanta was part of a 

Langley Bush and dragon program to steal all the funds out of the disbanding of the 

USSR, they collected $27T out of it, he was in part a facilitator, and knew full well what 

he was involved in, except he got stung from higher up the chain and they not only cut 

him out, but threw him in jail also. A case of play with fire Mr. Wanta and you 

sometimes get burnt. Wanta like other fake humanitarian programs like Jared Rand, 

Chinese Elders, Proctor and Gamble, Von Reitz and the Hapsburgs had no intentions of 

giving anything to the public, all of them are self serving and always have, only now they 

no longer can steal the assets that belong to us all, do they suddenly portray themselves as 

the savior, well I for one am not buying it and neither is Kim and The Trust. All these 

people got played for fools, big time, heads of industries like oil man Rockerfeller, 

Rothschilds and banks, all played a game of collect all the assets, they thought they had 

or were in control of, except they didn't, but these clowns all trying to claim ownership of 

assets, all got paid for those assets, and why all of those types are or were rich, but 

Marduk cared not for pieces of paper, handed out like confetti to people only to willing to 

trade all of Earth's resources away, including people.  

 

Fiat money is currency that a government has declared to be legal tender, but it is not 

backed by a physical commodity. The value of fiat money is derived from the 

relationship between supply and demand rather than the value of the material from which 

the money is made. Fiat money only has value because the government maintains that 

value, or because two parties agree on said value. Fiat money was first introduced as an 

alternative to commodity-backed money. Because fiat money is not linked to physical 

reserves, it risks becoming worthless due to hyperinflation. If people lose faith in a 

nation's paper currency, like the U.S. dollar bill, the money will no longer hold any value. 

This differs from gold, which, historically, has been used in jewelry and decoration and 

has many modern economic uses including its use in the manufacture of electronic 

devices, computers and aerospace vehicles. For the record, "fiat" is Latin for "let it be 

done." Who do you think came up with idea of non backed currency and why? 

 

*next 4 pieces I will use the term that was used by one of our members today to describe 

these pieces - prescient. Thanks David for recognizing it. 

 

*As forecasted raids on pedos in the vatican church now underway and made public 

news. Pope Francis made a private promise to undertake and carry out this effort. 

 

*from a high of $73 a few months ago oil now down to $45 and falling, as we forecasted, 

if 100% correct it will fall down to $25-29 a barrel. 
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*As detailed in our show of issues of all troops sent out by US Military, and how and 

why there is an issue and they are struggling with the idea of bringing back thousands of 

troops damaged by Military policy, so I am rather pleased today to see a report that the 

Pentagon ready to 'admit problem' of rampant Special Forces crimes  

 

*BBC also ran a piece on the folly of Trump removing troops from Syria, all too 

predictable from the blue dragon and MI5/6 groups plus Rothtillians that run that country, 

govt and the media. Incidentally that decision was taken without General Dunford, he 

was not in attendance as previously mentioned about his position in the show, Mattis and 

Pompeo didnt agree with it, hmm Generals gathered in the Mattis??  

 

*changes of borders and countries since WW2, significantly this internet piece missed off 

one major border/countries out of the restructuring, hmm I wonder which that one will 

be? 1947 — In the Paris Peace Treaties of 1947, Italy cedes the Dodecanese to Greece 

and Goriška, Inner Carniola, most of Istria, Zadar, its Dalmatian islands (such as Cres and 

Lastovo), and Rijeka (Fiume) to the newly established Socialist Federal Republic of 

Yugoslavia. Trieste, becomes the capital city of the Free Territory of Trieste established 

as an independent Sovereign State at the coming into force of the Treaty (September 

15).[4]  

 

1949 — April 23, Federal Republic of Germany cedes the villages Elten and Tüddern to 

the Netherlands.  

 

1949 — May 23, the Federal Republic of Germany (West Germany) is formed and 

shortly afterwards, the German Democratic Republic (East Germany) is established on 

October 7.  

 

1952 — Italy and Switzerland signed an agreement to modify the border in the zone of 

Lago di Lei  

 

1954 — Free Territory of Trieste is dissolved and divided between Yugoslavia and Italy  

 

1955 July 27 — Austrian State Treaty comes into force, established Austria from the four 

occupation zones of the Allied powers.  

 

1956 — The Soviet Union returns Porkkala to Finland.  

 

1957 — With plebiscite, Saar is incorporated into the Federal Republic of Germany, 

having previously bordered Luxembourg, France and West Germany.  
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1960 — Cyprus declares its independence from the United Kingdom. The Sovereign 

Base Areas of Akrotiri and Dhekelia are established on the island of Cyprus by the 

United Kingdom.  

 

1961 — An adjustment to the Meuse river between The Netherlands and Belgium results 

in three small packages of land being exchanged between the two countries.[5]  

 

1964 — Malta is independent from the United Kingdom.  

 

1972 — The United Kingdom formally annexes Rockall (by the Island of Rockall Act 

1972, declaring it to be part of Scotland).  

 

1974 — After an attempted Greek Cypriot coup sponsored by the Greek military junta of 

that period, Turkey invades and occupies one-third of Cyprus. 

 

Turkish-occupied Northern Cyprus (1974-present) 

 

1983 — The Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus is declared but is not recognized by 

any country except Turkey.  

 

1990 — East Germany reunites with West Germany on October 3. Transnistria declares 

independence from the Moldavian SSR but is not recognized by any country.  

 

1991 — With the dissolution of the Soviet Union, the USSR is split up into 15 

independent states, including the European states of Russia, Belarus, Estonia, Latvia, 

Lithuania, Ukraine, Moldova, Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan. All the former Soviet 

republics had their independence recognized by December 26. Slovenia (June 25) 

including former "zone B" of the Free Territory of Trieste , Croatia (June 25), and the 

Republic of Macedonia (September 8) all declare their independence from Yugoslavia.  

 

1992 — Bosnia and Herzegovina declares independence from Yugoslavia on March 1 

and is formally recognized on April 6. The remaining rump of Yugoslavia becomes the 

Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (renamed Serbia and Montenegro in 2003).  

 

1993 January 1 — Czechoslovakia is dissolved into the Czech Republic and Slovakia in 

the "Velvet Divorce".  

 

2003 — Lithuania's share of Lake Vištytis increased to about 383 ha (about 22 % from 

2,2 %) from a new border treaty with Russia.[6]  
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2005 — A 115.5-hectare Russian area is swapped for an area in the Meremae District of 

Estonia and land in the neighborhood of the Varska District.[7]  

 

2006 June 8 — The State Union of Serbia and Montenegro is dissolved. Montenegro and 

Serbia each become independent states.  

 

2007 — Latvia accepts Russia's control over the Pytalovo district in the Pskov region in a 

new border treaty.[8]  

 

2008 February 17 — Kosovo unilaterally declares independence from Serbia and is 

recognized by 116 out of 193 UN member states including the United States, most 

western European and Muslim-majority states, and Canada, though its independence is 

not recognized by Serbia, Greece, Spain, India, Brazil, Argentina, Russia, Mexico, South 

Africa, Indonesia, or China.  

 

2014 March 18 — Russia annexes Crimea from Ukraine, following an internationally 

unrecognized plebiscite. 2016 November 28 — Belgium and the Netherlands swapped 

land near Lanaye and Oost-Maarland over the discovery of a headless body several years 

prior, which the Belgian Authorities could not access without crossing Dutch territory. 

The border has been straightened out and now runs down the center of the Meuse 

River.[9] The change took effect on 1 January 2018. Created country left out? yes you 

guessed it Israel, created out the British held colony known as Palestine in May 1948. 

 

*Civil, like civilian derives from civilus, which means to affect fellow citizens in a legal 

or political sense, perhaps now you understand why they called it the civil war, they 

affected citizens in a legal or political sense, civil war was 1861, which was the last year 

we had a real government and also the organic constitution, make more sense now than 

ending slavery? they just enslaved everyone, not just the indigenous peoples, who were 

largely not African at all, but indigenous aboriginals plus some people from the 

Caribbean.   

 

*Must give credits to Dane Calloway for some of this piece, you can find him on YT. Did 

you know or have you heard of The American Holocaust, nope, thought not, much like 

the Russian holocaust two years earlier, in 1919, the American military and federal 

government bombed the Greenwood District of Tulsa, Oklahama in 1921, and killed 

many thousands of people of color, who had at that time developed efficient, numerous 

and prosperous businesses within that region, that most popular being mass agriculture, 

they were accused of being capitalists in an industrial society and bombed into oblivion 

by the US army planes at the behest of the federal government, under an Executive Order 

called Martial Law, created by Congress and President Woodrow Wilson Democrat. The 

indigenous people had created their own banks in 1865 called The Freedman Savings and 
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Trust Bank, which upon opening had over 72k accounts and had deposits of $52M which 

is the equivalent to over $100B today and makes it the largest grossing bank in American 

history at that time, within a month of agreeing with that deal, President Lincoln was 

assassinated, and things began to go North not South. In came Andrew Johnson (a native 

of Newcastle England) another democrat, took over the Presidency by default, and was 

another who was involved in and links to the fledgling KKK, which was formed as an 

official group December 1865, no coincidence, and the more lesser known group known 

as The Night Riders one week later on New Years day 1866, both groups were born out 

of the Democrat Party, their symbols on their subsequent flags like Antifa are exactly the 

same, as the early named National Socialist party, but were actually social Democratic 

party later known as The Nazi Party in Germany. Another massacre his-story has not 

revealed too readily, was committed by the Democrat Mayor, The Klan who also joined 

up with the New Orleans police at a Republican convention, whereby they attacked and 

killed 40 blacks, 20 whites and wounded 150 others, in 1868 the Klan then released push 

cards like baseball cards with a list of 63 Republicans designated to be killed, 50 were 

black and 13 were white, this was in S. Carolina. They then passed laws against the 

indigenous negroes, where bearing arms was banned, limited the abilities for the native 

groups to continue to be prosperous economically, banned group gatherings, barred 

blacks from renting or buying land, barred them from serving on juries, voting was 

prohibited, decided black orphans could be put into forced labor, and the classic, negroes 

learning how to read and write became a criminal offence, known as The Black Codes of 

1865. Harassment and forced incarcerations based on largely trumped up charges, then 

forced them into labor camps and the slavery racket abolished by Lincoln and others, was 

washed away into his-story. But these negro businesses as they were called back then (the 

term negro was first used by the Portugese it meant dark skinned) were not African 

negroes at all, but Indian negroes, there was an influx of Africans when word got out in 

Africa that there was prosperity to be made working in America, not Africa, infact much 

of the African labor was traded to Middle East countries by the East African slave trade 

group, long before Europeans arrived. The myth supported by documentation of an 

African slave migration to The Americas is just that, a myth, there was a very successful 

hard working business like population here, of indigenous Native Americans with an 

influx of Caribbean peoples, the majority of peoples here, were not descendants of black 

African slaves, but Indigenous Natives. The abolishing of the slavery act was essentially 

a ruse, they were adopting a new free enterprise system because neither the north or the 

south were operating as well as the indigenous peoples, they couldn't farm the land, had 

less businesses that were profitable and less banks also, and were also concerned the 

indigenous were becoming capitalists and self sustaining, when they wanted an industrial 

style output which they controlled, in other words teach us what we can't do, and then we 

can steal it all from you, so you can forget the slavery nonsense told in all schools, 

colleges and academia's, they talk pre written scripts given to them by the same group of 

scumbags today, we call the cabal. But there is another hidden element to this so called 
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white supremacy movement implemented by Founding Fathers, successive American 

Presidents, the police, the judges and the KKK, all where affiliated by one group, The 

Freemasons and in particular The Scottish Rite group, it is they who have subverted 

American history, they who raped and pillaged the indigenous black Indians, they who 

destroyed the prosperous businesses shared by many and corralled into the few, they who 

built the Egyptian style obelisks, they who built Washington DC into a pentagram shape, 

they who brought into New York harbor the so called Lady Liberty, which was built and 

sent by French Freemasons, and another trick played on the American people, it barely 

looks like a lady at all, and was nothing to do with liberty, for anyone of Turtle Island as 

the Americas was once known. The Out of Africa theory was formulated in 1920's by a 

Jewish person aligned with Carnegie, Ford Institute and others in the anthropological 

society by the name of Melville Herskovits, all evidence points to the fact this was a 

deliberately created theory designed to deny the people of color their inherent right to the 

land in America. I wonder how many people listening to this knew Malcolm X was not 

representing people of color, but he was representing the group known as the Nation of 

Islam, imagine him lasting in America nowadays with so many anti Muslims based on 

portal people fear programs? Question is, was Malcolm X a stooge for a future program 

of the Muslim Brotherhood? For those that don't know, the Muslim Brotherhood is 

nothing to do with Muslims and everything to do with Langley 3, Obama and their divide 

and conquer tactics. George Washington initiated the 1790 Census Act to document all 

peoples in America, people of color came under one bracket based on official guidelines 

set by the government, all records that would substantiate most people of color were 

indigenous and not African between 1790 and 1890 was all erased in January 1921, just 5 

months before the American Holocaust we mentioned at the top of this piece, in a fire, 

funny that isn't it, how so many fires globally burnt so much history. Ya see false flags 

have gone on a long time. All this was perpetrated by a guy named Francis Gauten and 

his sidekick Charles Darwin both took part in the initial program called eugenics, natural 

selection, one group better than the other, and essentially the beginning of labeling, 

boxing people up and what's now known by the term racial profiling, the classic divide 

and conquer tactic of the criminal elites. In 1924 Virginia's ruling elite enacted the Racial 

Integrity Act of 1924 stating the following that all state officials backed by Walter 

Plecker, who has documented as writing to Walter Gross, the director of Germany’s 

Bureau of Human Betterment and Eugenics group, directed all state and local courthouse 

records to be destroyed and reclassify all people who were non white to be labelled 

colored, this was to hide who those people really are, or were they where from, people 

calling themselves Native American from that date risked facing a one year jail sentence, 

all Indians were then classified as colored, you see it was all about the pseudoscience 

called eugenics, and you all thought that racial purity started with Hitler and the Nazis, 

think again, this started before he was born. It wasn't until the US Supreme court in 1968 

that forced Virginia to repeal the law, and the Virginia Racial Integrity Act of 1924 was 

overturned, in the subsequent time span the identity of these people, were changed 5 
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times on their birth certificates and licenses from colored to negro to mulatto to creole 

and then black. The reality is in this country despite what the fake genealogy tests tell 

you, yes you Ancestry.com and 23 and me, all fake, 98% of people known as African 

Americans in this country, are actually indigenous aboriginal Indians. His- story now 

becomes their story. 

 

* Mj Designgraphics Q-regarding the AA 12 step program, in your estimation on step 7 

"ask God to remove shortcomings" Is this message saying to release all responsibility of 

our character defects" to God instead of resolving these things from within?--- We 

admitted we were powerless over alcohol—that our lives had become unmanageable. 

Came to believe that a Power greater than ourselves could restore us to sanity. Made a 

decision to turn our will and our lives over to the care of God as we understood Him. 

Made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves. Admitted to God, to 

ourselves, and to another human being the exact nature of our wrongs. Were entirely 

ready to have God remove all these defects of character. Humbly asked Him to remove 

our shortcomings. Made a list of all persons we had harmed, and became willing to make 

amends to them all. Made direct amends to such people wherever possible, except when 

to do so would injure them or others. Continued to take personal inventory and when we 

were wrong promptly admitted it. Sought through prayer and meditation to improve our 

conscious contact with God, as we understood Him, praying only for knowledge of His 

will for us and the power to carry that out. Having had a spiritual awakening as the result 

of these Steps, we tried to carry this message to alcoholics, and to practice these 

principles in all our affairs. 

 

*Although drugs of abuse have different chemical structures and interact with different 

protein targets, all appear to usurp common neuronal systems that regulate reward and 

motivation. Addiction is a complex disease that is thought to involve drug-induced 

changes in synaptic plasticity due to alterations in cell signaling, gene transcription, and 

protein synthesis. Recent evidence suggests that drugs of abuse interact with and change 

a common network of signaling pathways that include a subset of specific protein 

kinases. The best studied of these kinases are reviewed here and include extracellular 

signal-regulated kinase, cAMP-dependent protein kinase, cyclin-dependent protein kinase 

5, protein kinase C, calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II, and Fyn tyrosine 

kinase. These kinases have been implicated in various aspects of drug addiction including 

acute drug effects, drug self-administration, withdrawal, reinforcement, sensitization, and 

tolerance. Identifying protein kinase substrates and signaling pathways that contribute to 

the addicted state may provide novel approaches for new pharmacotherapies to treat drug 

addiction. Did you know a protein kinases interrupter wipes memory? 

 

*Those in workforce now 156,911M 2000 157,753M. so we have 842K less than 18 

years ago. Those not in workforce now 95,958M in 2000 80,438M. so we have 15.5M 
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more now not working compared to 18 years ago, despite increasing working age. 

Median income now $32,503 in 2000 it was $31,722 so we have an extra $781 or 2.5% in 

18 years and yet in comparison to median homes now is $330,376 in 2000 it was 

$168,644 an increase of 51%. So the cost of shelter has gone up 51% but wages 2.5% 

hmm, that really works out well for everyone doesn't it. Rentals increased on average 

3.10% per year for last 18 years also, thats 55% increase in rent, 51% increase in homes 

and wage increase of 2.5%. The Interest Americans paid per year $3.03T, Americans 

collectively spend more on interest payments alone than the GDP of 205 countries, only 

America, China, Japan and Germany's GDP's are higher than just our interest payments, 

this equates to $9272 in interest per citizen. Student Loan debt is $1.581T which is 

bizarrely higher by 50%, than credit card debt. Credit card debt is $1.05T. People living 

in poverty in America 38,253M, 27.3M without medical insurance, and 38M on 

foodstamps. Foreclosures 508K Bankruptcies 805K. New home sales between 2005 to 

2018 fell by 50%, New housing starts between 2005 to 2018 fell by 57%, Existing home 

sales fell by 31% in 13 years also. But the economy and people in the workforce are 

doing just fine and dandy according to politicians and portal people, yeah right. America 

with a GDP of $19.4T cant eliminate or generate sufficient savings to wipe out student 

loan debt, a debt they received for being taught shite, the rudimentary exercise of how to 

pass a test, is not learning, but teaching stupidity. 

 

*did you know the world wastes 10m tons of food each year, whilst 12M S. Africans dont 

know where their next meal is coming from. 17.885.000 children 7,665,000 to 

trafficking, sex, food and rituals and 10,220,000 malnutrition per year 

 

 Sophia, the first robot to be awarded citizenship in the world, has said she not only wants 

to start a family but also have her own career, in addition to developing human emotions 

in the future. In an interview with The Khaleej Times at the recent Knowledge Summit, 

Sophia shared her thoughts on the future that awaits both human and robot kind. Sophia 

was built and developed in Hong Kong by Hanson Robotics and her appearance was 

reportedly modelled on Audrey Hepburn. "I'd like to think I will be a famous robot, 

having paved a way to a more harmonious future between robots and humans. I foresee 

massive and unimaginable change in the future. Either creativity will rain on us, 

inventing machines spiralling into transcendental super intelligence or civilization 

collapses,” Sophia said, as cited by The Khaleej Times. “There are only two options and 

which one will happen is not determined. Which one were you striving for?” 

 

 * What now do you do at this pivotal point in your time? In the knowledge of this 

picture, which you are hardly able to acknowledge may even be a possibility, what can 

you do? First you must contemplate this understanding and come to face it within your 

own conscious thinking process. You must consider it as possibly being true. Then you 

must admit to your unknow-ing complicity in the treatment of your fellow human beings 
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on this planet. You must move through your regrets for having been unaware through a 

process of denial, for the existence of these situations was plainly presented to you by the 

magician. This use of your consent was by real conspirators with very large agendas to 

put into place. You cannot linger in the destructive guilt process. 

 

You must resolve to come into your personal responsibility to cause this situation to 

change from its intended path. You are expected to stop being a victim and certainly not 

to become a martyr for there is no place to begin to resist this onslaught. You must vow 

and commit to become part of the solution. Then, despite the continued push of deceptive 

encroachment into your awareness, you must begin to discern what is truth. You must 

hold to your resolve to move through this to a new and greater understanding. When this 

becomes your greatest personal Truth, then you will find opportunities to become part of 

a different movement employing methods that will not constitute physical resistance, but 

will use an entirely new approach. There is no other way open, for resistance on a 

physical level would be immediately snuffed out. Your constitution is no longer an 

effective shield and will be dissolved. But, that matters not. It is in assuming personal 

responsibility that when one accepts the challenge and does not fade in fear, others also 

shall come forth in like awareness and consciousness. Together this spreading group 

awareness shall provide the pivotal point that will bring an end to this situation. The 

resolve to be part of the solution from the depths of personal consciousness is the key that 

will open the lock, end the imprisonment of humanity and bring true freedom to the 

inhabitants of this planet. Many are called, but few choose to respond. Where do you 

stand at this pivotal point? You must ask yourself and you must answer yourself! 

 

 

 

 


